An L-system or Lindenmayer system consists of a grammar and an interpreter. The grammar contains an axiom, usually a short string, that the grammar expands into a long, complex string. The interpreter then renders the string into an object. A midpoint L-system is a generalization of L-systems to two-dimensional arrays of characters inspired by midpoint displacement fractals. This study presents a system for simultaneously evolving the rules and and interpreter for a midpoint L-system that encodes a desired landscape. Unlike a midpoint displacement fractal a midpoint L-system is deterministic and can be evolved to yield fixed, complex shapes. The fractal character of a midpoint L-system permits the storage of a large complex virtual landscape in a small data object. The level of detail rendered by an L-system can be changed rapidly and, with a fast graphics engine, dynamically. This study introduces midpoint L-systems, gives techniques for evolving them, and demonstrates those techniques on trial landscapes that resemble hills and craters. The application of this work is for virtual reality where midpoint L-systems will allow a designer to select from many rugged versions of a landscape without requiring vast amounts of storage or machine time to render them.
Lindenmayer system consists of a grammar and an interpreter. The grammar contains an axiom, usually a short string, that the grammar expands into a long, complex string. The interpreter then renders the string into an object. A midpoint L-system is a generalization of L-systems to two-dimensional arrays of characters inspired by midpoint displacement fractals. This study presents a system for simultaneously evolving the rules and and interpreter for a midpoint L-system that encodes a desired landscape. Unlike a midpoint displacement fractal a midpoint L-system is deterministic and can be evolved to yield fixed, complex shapes. The fractal character of a midpoint L-system permits the storage of a large complex virtual landscape in a small data object. The level of detail rendered by an L-system can be changed rapidly and, with a fast graphics engine, dynamically. This study introduces midpoint L-systems, gives techniques for evolving them, and demonstrates those techniques on trial landscapes that resemble hills and craters. The application of this work is for virtual reality where midpoint L-systems will allow a designer to select from many rugged versions of a landscape without requiring vast amounts of storage or machine time to render them.
I. INTRODUCTION
An L-system or Lindenmayer system [5] , [7] , consists of two parts. The first is a grammar which specifies an axiom and a collection of replacement rules. The L-system creates a sequence of objects, starting with the axiom, by applying the rules. This application is called an expansion. In this study the replacement rules operate in a two-dimensional array of characters. Rules are applied simultaneously to every symbol in a two-dimensional array to create the next array. An example of this type of two-dimensional L-system is shown in Figure 1 .
The second part of an L-system is the interpreter. The interpreter's task is to render the symbols into the desired type of object, in this case the polygons of a virtual landscape. In midpoint L-systems interpretation is integrated with expansion Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2 . Note the repetitive nature of the resulting landscape. An application of evolving L-system grammars appears in [4] , [6] where the L-system provided the connection topology of an artificial neural net. The parameters of the L-system interpreter were fixed in this study, not evolved. Evolutionary algorithms that set the parameters of an L-system appear in [1] , [2] . The current study appears unique in co-evolving the parameters used in interpretation together with the L-system grammar. In [3] L-systems are used to specify a body for an artificial agent that is co-evolved together with a control system.
The current application is intended to generate rugged versions of idealized smooth landscapes for use in virtual reality. Ideally the algorithm will generate a selection of different landscapes, none too different in volume and dimension from the original idealized landscape, but differing in details of appearance.
II. L-SYSTEM REPRESENTATION
It is straight forward to place midpoint L-systems into an evolvable form. Specifying a midpoint L-system requires the following parameters:
1) the number of symbols used, 2) the 2 x 2 grids of symbols used to expand each symbol, 3) the midpoint displacement associated with each symbol, and 4) the decay parameter w. In this study the decay parameter c will be specified globally axiom for all midpoint L-systems in this study is the single symbol A. Symbols are generated at random when initializing populations of L-systems and so this choice of a fixed axiom has no cost in expressiveness of the system.
The representation used to evolve L-systems has two linear structures. For an n-symbol L-system there is a string of 4n symbols that specifies the replacement rules, in adjacent groups of four, for each of the symbols and an array of n real values that specify the midpoint displacements. An example of a midpoint L-system specified in this fashion is given in Figure 3 . The symbols are mapped onto the upper case and then lower case Roman alphabet symbols in alphabetical order.
The variation operators for this representation are as follows. The crossover operator used is independent two-point crossover of the string specifying the expansion rules and of the array of weights. Two mutation operators are used. The displacement mutation picks one of the midpoint displacement values at random and adds a number uniformly distributed in the range [-0.05,0.05] to that displacement value. The symbol mutation picks one of the symbols in the string that specifies the replacement rules and replaces it with a symbol chosen uniformly at random from those available.
The midpoint L-systems are evolved to fit a specified landscape. All landscapes are placed in the unit square. The landscapes used in this study are a hill:
and a crater. Let r(x, y) = (12x -6)2 ± (12y -6)2 then the crater is given by:
Both these shapes are radially symmetric about the center of the unit square making them somewhat challenging for the midpoint L-systems which find shapes that divide naturally into squares easiest to fit. Surface plots of these landscapes are shown in Figure 4 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN The fitness of a given midpoint L-system is evaluated by expanding the L-system seven times to generate a 128 x 128 grid of height values. These values are placed on a regular grid covering the unit square. The RMS error of the hight values with the desired landscape is computed. This error value, to be minimized, is the fitness function used to drive evolution of the midpoint L-systems. The evolutionary algorithm used in this study operates on a population of 120 structures. The initial population is created by filling in the symbols for expansion rules with uniform, random symbols chosen from those available. The initial values for the midpoint displacements are chosen uniformly at random in the range [0.1,1] but are permitted to leave the interval via mutation. The algorithm is a steady state algorithm [8] using size seven tournament selection. For each landscape and set of parameters tested, a set of 100 evolutionary runs were performed. Each of these runs consisted of 10,000 mating events in each of which tournament selection was performed and the selected parents bred to produce children that replaces the least fit members of their tournaments. Breeding consisted of copying the parents, performing crossover on the copies, and then performing one displacement mutation and one symbol mutation on each of the resulting new structures.
For the hill landscape, given by Equation 1, a collection of nine experiments was performed to explore the impact of changing the decay parameter w and the number of symbols. These experiments used the nine possible combination available when w E {0.8,0.9,0.95} and n E {4,8,16}. Visual inspection of the resulting landscapes led to the choice of w = 0.8 and n = 16 for the subsequent set of experiments performed on the crater landscape specified by Equation 2 . A subsequent experiment was performed using w = 0.8 and n = 16 and n = 32 for the crater landscape.
IV. RESULTS
The parameter study of the impact of varying the number of symbols and the decay parameter is summarized in Table I . When w was 0.8 or 0.9 the average RMS-error of the L-system to the target surface improved as the number of symbols increase. This improvement was statistically significant, as documented by the disjoint confidence intervals, for both increase of symbol number for w = 0.8 and for the change from 8 to 16 symbols when w = 0.9. When w = 0.95 the RMS error became steadily worse as the number of symbols increased with a significant difference between 4 and 8 symbols. This initial exploration shows that the impact of varying w and n is not independent. Both visual inspection of landscapes rendered from the L-systems and the fitness results supported the choice of w = 0.8 and n = 16 for subsequent experiments. Examples of the type of hills evolved with this system are given in Figure 5 .
The crater landscape is a considerably more challenging problem than the hill. The confidence interval for the craters, analogous to the ones in Table I the better looking craters, also the most fit, is shown in Figure   7 .
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The evolutionary algorithm for locating midpoint L-systems worked well in its initial test on a hill and well enough on the crater landscape. The RMS error has hills deviating 4.3%, on average, from the height profile of the ideal hill. The midpoint L-system approximations of the crater varied roughly 17% from the ideal crater and even the best evolved crater deviated 14% on average. The parameter study on the hill suggests that increasing n or decreasing w may yield a better approximation of the ideal landscape. This hypothesis was tested by evolving craters with w -0.8 and n = 32 The confidence interval on the mean RMS error of end-of-run best fits to the crater dropped to (0.139743,0.147766) with the best fitness found being 0.121, a roughly 12.1% average error in vertical scale.
The pattern of fitness values in Table I is a little startling. Initially the researchers conjectured that lowering w and raising n would make independent positive contributions to fitness. This turns out not to be the case when w is near 1. This is possibly due to problems with fitting both the flat and curved portions of the landscape accurately. In any case the parameter fitting study demonstrated that the interaction of the parameters should be tracked in any other work done with this system.
The algorithm for both trial surfaces located a large variety of different midpoint L-systems. This meets the goal of supplying a variety of landscape features for someone designing A. Varying the Level of Detail One of the potential benefits of modeling landscapes with a midpoint L-system is that the level of detail can be varied by simply running more or fewer expansions of the L-system. The time to expand a midpoint L-system is linear in the final number of polygons desired and the expansion is almost trivial to parallelize since different quadrants of the expansion share no information at all. Figure 8 shows an example of a single midpoint L-system for the hill landscape expanded to three different levels of detail. The highest level of detail, seven expansion of the L-system, is the level of detail at which the L-system was evolved. Figure 9 shows a crater at 5 and 6 expansions.
While all the midpoint L-systems given in this study use a square grid with side lengths that are a power of two it is not difficult to evolve midpoint L-systems for rectangles of any dimension. If the level of detail of the evolved midpoint L-systems were increased the behavior might become unpredictable. However, the behavior would, to some extent, be controlled by the decay parameter w. Trials of this sort with the L-systems evolved in this study produced remarkable spiky pictures and so it is probably a good idea to evolve midpoint Figure 6 demonstrate the initial population is relatively unfit. Increasing the number of expansion as evolution progresses may well permit a substantial savings of training time. The schedule for increasing the parameter n would have to be experimentally determined.
C. Fusion and Complex Landscapes: L-textures?
The goal of this study was to create compact descriptions, in the form of midpoint L-systems, for large features of a virtual landscape. This is not their only application. If midpoint L-systems were fit to a relatively flat landscape they could be used to supply tactile texture. Virtual reality systems are starting to implement haptic (touch) feedback devices and the height data supplied by a midpoint L-system could be used to create any desired degree of roughness by simply modifying the vertical scale.
In a greater degree of generality, midpoint L-systems can be used to 
APPENDIX
The rules and midpoint displacements for the evolved LOsystems depicted here are given in the Appendix. The hills shown in Figure 5, The midpoint L-systems for the hill used to display different levels of detail in Figure 8 and the best crater shown in Figure  7 are given below on the left and right, respectively. LOD Hill 
